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FINRA Reinforces Email Retention and 
Review Requirements

GREGoRy D. DiMEGlio AND RACHEl TAUSEND

Regulated entities must be rigorous in their efforts to know and follow email 
retention and review requirements, ensure that their data collection and review 
systems keep pace with technological developments and firm growth, and ad-

dress any apparent issues promptly and effectively upon detection.

in the first five months of 2013, the Financial industry regulatory au-
thority (“Finra”) has brought against member firms several noteworthy 
settled actions that relate solely to email issues. coupled with continued 

Securities and exchange commission (“Sec”) enforcement activity in this 
area, these matters strongly signal that regulated entities must be rigorous in 
their efforts to know and follow email retention and review requirements, en-
sure that their data collection and review systems keep pace with technologi-
cal developments and firm growth, and address any apparent issues promptly 
and effectively upon detection. Failure to do so could result in significant 
adverse consequences, including but not limited to a substantial fine.

Gregory D. DiMeglio, a partner in the Washington, D.C., office of Stradley 
Ronon Stevens & young, llP, represents and counsels public companies, in-
vestment companies, investment advisers, broker-dealers, and individuals in 
connection with examinations, investigations, and enforcement actions by 
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Department of Justice, state 
regulators, and industry self-regulatory organizations.  He can be reached at 
gdimeglio@stradley.com. Rachel Tausend, who also is a partner in the firm’s 
office in Washington, D.C., focuses her practice on securities enforcement, 
and securities and business litigation, with an emphasis on e-discovery is-
sues. She can be reached at rtausend@stradley.com. 

Published by A.S. Pratt in the June 2013 issue of the Financial Fraud Law Report.

Copyright 2013 Reed Elsevier Properties SA 1-800-456-2340
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comPlex email SyStemS

 Finra recently announced that a member firm had agreed to pay $9 
million to resolve what Finra found to be numerous email system issues 
over a six-year period.1 according to Finra, the firm’s network of registered 
representatives had grown dramatically from 2006 to 2013, nearly doubling 
in size to approximately 13,300. These registered representatives operated 
as independent contractors and often had one or more “doing business as” 
(“dBa”) email accounts in addition to their firm email addresses. The reg-
istered representatives also sent messages through Bloomberg. as the result 
of its rapid growth, the firm had a complex email system and captured email 
through a variety of sources, including 23 financial institutions and three 
outside email vendors. 
 Finra identified 35 email system issues that it found prevented the firm 
from collecting or reviewing electronic records as required and affected more 
than 28 million emails. These issues included the firm’s failure to collect and 
supervise dBa email accounts; to access a large volume of email for several 
months in 2009, when the firm changed email vendors; to archive and review 
messages sent through Bloomberg; and to archive emails sent to customers 
through third-party advertising platforms. according to Finra, the firm’s 
email system deficiencies caused the firm not to produce all emails requested 
by regulators and likely also resulted in the firm’s not producing all emails to 
private parties in litigation and arbitration proceedings. Finra also found 
that the firm could have discovered and resolved certain of the email issues 
earlier than it did. as part of the settlement, the firm agreed to pay a $7.5 
million fine and establish a $1.5 million escrow account to compensate bro-
kerage customer claimants. The firm also retained a consultant to assist it in 
resolving its email retention and review issues and was censured.

oUtSide email accoUntS

 Finra also recently entered into a settlement agreement with another 
firm arising out of the firm’s failure to review, maintain, and preserve securi-
ties-related email sent to or from outside business accounts.2 Finra found 
that during a four and a half-year period, two of the firm’s registered represen-
tatives used outside business email accounts to communicate with custom-
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ers about securities-related matters. The firm’s written supervisory procedures 
(“wSps”) permitted this practice, provided that the firm approved and host-
ed the outside email accounts. This was done so that emails sent to or from 
these accounts would be captured on the firm’s server and could be included 
in the firm’s regular email review processes. 
 according to Finra, the firm discovered during an annual audit that 
outside business emails were not being captured and maintained and there-
fore were not being reviewed in accordance with the applicable rules and firm 
wSps. Finra found that the firm did not take the necessary steps to correct 
this issue and as a result, the issue continued for a few more years. in settling 
the matter, the firm agreed to pay a $250,000 fine. The firm also agreed to 
conduct an audit and undertake other steps to ensure that all outside email 
accounts used for securities-related business were being captured, retained, 
and reviewed as required and was censured. 

detection of qUeStionaBle email

 Finra also recently settled a matter with a firm that Finra determined 
did not have an adequate supervisory system, including wSps, for electronic 
communications with its customers during an approximately 11-month pe-
riod.3 Specifically, Finra found that the firm’s email monitoring system did 
not identify for further review numerous emails that three of the firm’s reg-
istered representatives sent to customers and that contained alleged material 
misrepresentations about two private placements. 
 The settlement agreement included the firm’s payment of a $100,000 
fine. The firm also retained a consultant to assist it in resolving its email reten-
tion and review issues, and was censured. 

email accoUnt configUration

 in February, Finra agreed to settle a matter with five affiliated firms 
relating to their alleged failure to retain and review emails as required.4 The 
respondents’ email retention system was based on maintaining a separate 
email archive. emails were supposed to be automatically copied to the ar-
chive, where they would be retained and used for supervisory reviews. How-
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ever, hundreds of email addresses were not properly set up for copying to the 
archive for periods ranging from several months to as long as six years. For 
four of the firms, the archive system also did not properly capture all second-
ary email addresses (email “aliases”), “bcc” emails, emails to distribution lists, 
and encrypted emails.
 in addition to these email retention errors, between 2005 and mid-2011, 
nearly six million emails that had been retained and were flagged for supervi-
sory review were never reviewed. For four of the firms, a contributing factor 
in this large backlog of unreviewed emails was that a default setting caused 
many of the emails to no longer appear for review after a certain length of 
time had expired. in addition, at four of the firms, certain internal emails 
were excluded from the review process, and certain email addresses and do-
mains were “auto approved” — and thus never reviewed — because they were 
not believed to be part of the firms’ securities business. 
 in actuality, many of these addresses and domains were related to the 
firms’ securities business and therefore should have been included in the 
scope of supervisory review. The firms settled Finra’s allegations, agreeing 
to pay a joint and several fine of $1.2 million. as part of the settlement agree-
ment, the firms also each agreed to conduct a comprehensive review of their 
email capture, retention and review systems, and procedures to confirm that 
these systems and procedures are reasonably designed to comply with record-
keeping and supervisory requirements and each firm was censured. 

Practical takeaWayS

 These recent matters reinforce the importance of implementing and 
maintaining effective systems and procedures for email retention and super-
vision. in doing so, some best practices to keep in mind include:

• Comprehensive capture. Have procedures in place to ensure that all email 
addresses used for communications that are required to be retained or re-
viewed are identified and that the archive system is configured to capture 
them.

• Effective identification of questionable emails. confirm that the methods 
used to flag emails for further review are robust and reasonably designed 
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to identify communications with terms, phrases, or patterns that poten-
tially indicate statements or actions that are inconsistent with Finra 
rules or federal securities laws and regulations. 

• Complete email review. Make sure that all communications that should 
be part of the review process are included and that emails that have been 
flagged for supervisory review do get reviewed. 

• Quality-controlled technology upgrades. when a new archive or review sys-
tem is deployed, take measures at the outset to ensure that any email in the 
old system that is subject to ongoing retention or review is completely and 
correctly transferred to the new system or otherwise remains accessible.

• Timely detection of potential problems. Technological glitches and other 
email retention or review deficiencies cannot be cured if they are not 
known. periodically test the firm’s email collection and review systems to 
ensure that they are working as intended.

• Prompt and effective action. if an issue is discovered that suggests that 
email may not have been retained or reviewed as required, take prompt 
steps to investigate the scope and nature of the potential problem and to 
take appropriate corrective action. 

noteS
1 lpl Financial llc, Finra letter of acceptance, waiver and consent, 
no. 2012032218001 (May 21, 2013). The firm also was found to have made 
misstatements to Finra during its investigation and previously had entered 
into a settlement agreement with Finra in 2011 that also related to the firm’s 
monitoring of employee email. See lpl Financial corp., Finra letter of 
acceptance, waiver and consent, no. 2009016570001 (Jan. 20, 2011). in each 
of the settlement agreements discussed in this alert, the member firm consented 
to the entry of Finra’s findings and agreed to the resulting sanctions and 
undertakings, without admitting or denying the findings.
2 neXT Financial Group, inc., Finra letter of acceptance, waiver 
and consent (awc), no. 2011028898802 (May 3, 2013). The awc 
indicated that Finra previously had issued awcs to the firm relating 
to, among other things, other supervisory and review system issues. 
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3 Securities america, inc., Finra letter of acceptance, waiver and consent, 
no. 201022518105 (apr. 12, 2013).
4 directed Services llc, et al., Finra letter of acceptance, waiver and 
consent, no. 2012031270301 (Feb. 15, 2013).


